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Purpose of translation

1. SAP has provided a translation tool that allows you to translate the majority of texts created in SAP system.

Translation Steps

**Note:** Transaction code for SAP translation tool: SE63

1. Here in the below example, I will show you the steps for translation source list – transaction codes ME01, ME03. To begin with the translation you first need to identify the object attributes, which has been explained in **Step 2 to Step 4**.

**Note:** There are few different ways of doing translation, out of which below example is one way of doing it.

2. Go to SE93 and enter the transaction code ME01, click display. You will be shown with the below screen.

![Display Dialog Transaction](image)

- **Transaction code:** ME01
- **Package:** ME

- **Transaction text:** Maintain Source List
- **Program:** SAPLMEOR
- **Screen number:** 200
- **Authorization object:** M.OPDR.WRK

3. Double click on the program name, which is highlighted in the above screen.

4. From menu option, click **goto** → attributes, now you will be shown up with the below screen with object details.

**Note:** object identified here is a function group and object name is **MEOR**
5. Now go to SAP translation tool, transaction code SE63, from the menu choose ABAP Object → Transport Object.

6. Enter the object name that is identified in step 4. Choose the source language and the target language in which you want the text to be translated to.

Here in the below example, we are translating the text to target Language: DV

7. Press Edit to start translating. You will see all the text that are available for the above function group, screen texts are shown along with the screen numbers.
8. Maintain the text in the corresponding, target language. As shown below.

9) Press save and execute to see the screen output.
Related Content

www.help.sap.com

For more information, visit Translation tool for translators @
Disclaimer and Liability Notice

This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces and therefore is not supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can be overwritten during an upgrade. SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information, code or methods suggested in this document, and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk.

SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of this technical article or code sample, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content within this document and the materials and services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this document.